Format for 002 Mid‐Term Listening Exam
Level 002 students cover seven themes for the Mid‐Term Listening Exam. They
are Skills in English Level Two, themes six to ten and Skills in English Level Three, themes
one and two. Each theme carries an equal load in terms of effort and time. The exam
consists of thirty questions and is divided into two parts.
Part One This consists of four short lectures with four or five questions for each
lecture. Before each lecture, there is a break of ten seconds per question to allow
students to read the questions before each lecture is heard.
Part Two This consists of one long lecture and 12 questions. Students answer questions
as they listen. There is enough spoken material between each question to give students
ample time to respond.
All questions are multiple choice to be answered directly on the OMR. Each question has
one correct answer and three distractors.

Format for 002 Final Listening Exam
Level 002 students cover eight themes for the Final Listening Exam. They are
Skills in English Level Three, themes three to ten. Each theme carries an equal load in
terms of effort and time. The exam consists of thirty questions and is divided into three
parts.
Part One
Students take notes while listening to a long lecture without looking at
the question booklet. They are provided with an A4 page, with appropriate headings, on
which they write their notes.
Part Two
This consists of four short lectures with four or five questions for each
lecture. Before each lecture, there is a break of ten seconds per question to allow
students to read the questions before each lecture is heard.
Part Three
Students answer 12 questions using the notes they took in Part One.
The allotted time for answering Part Three is 12 minutes.
All questions are multiple choice to be answered directly on the OMR. Each question has
one correct answer and three distractors.
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